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1. Iiltroduction 
. ... - : ' -~.,.~ 

• 
.· The matri"x Schrodinger equation ~an be written in the form (h = 1) 

{d
2
/dR2 

- 2Q(R) d/dR·+ [2M~ -1-l(R)I} 'lt(R) = o, ' 

;,, ,-.,. . .,_ 
·t~::;.J"' 

·: (1) 

. -where Q (R) and 1-{ (R) are real n x· n matri~es of effective p_otentials of the problem, M 

is the red~"ced mass and f; is the total energy. The effective ·pot~nFals'.a_x:e subject to the 

. : conditions providing self-adjointness of the differential op~{{IJr: Q (RH~ antisy~metric' 

and 1-i.T(R) -~ 1-l(R) - 2dQ(R)/dR or 1-l(R) = JC(:R) + dQ(R)/dR'~here JC(R) is 

symmetric. We will assume that potentials Q and JC have the ~y~ptotic form 

< ., ·,-M· .. ,,·;:. .. " 

JC(R)=e+ LA(m)R-m, 
m=l \ 

M 
Q(R) = L B(m)wm, 

m=O 

where Eis diagonal matrix whose elements are the thre~hold energies of the different chan

nels. Matrices A(m) are sym~etric and B(m) are antisymmetric: We admit also that 

potential Q can be. nonzero. at the infinity. This assumpti~n allows us to include into 

. considerati~n the standard adiabati~ .PSS method [1,2] (also named as themulti-1:evel adi

abatic approa~ [3) ) and other adiabatic approaches based, for example, on hyp~rsphdrical . . . . I 

coordinates [4,5). · · · 

The methods being used for solving the radial Schrodinger ~quation, can be divided . . 
into two large groups .. The· first group consists of the methods based on evolutionary 

. ' 

equation"s started from R = 0 and continuing the solution to the asymptotic"region, These 

are, for example, the log-derivative method [6) and variable phase methods [7,sJ> Another. 

~roup re~ards Eq. (1) as a boundary inhomogeneous equation:or a b~undary eigenv~lue 

problem. We me~tio~ here the matrix Numerov method [9) (it ·can be used only when Q - -
is vanished), the con~inuous arialog of the Newton m~thod [IO,li) imposing the nonlinear · 

boundary condition in the asymptotic region ~ith the ph~se shift as a paramete; and, / 

finally, the R-matrix met_hod [12) where the eigenvalue problem is sol".ed to ob_t~in the R

matrix as a function of energy f: at some point beyond the interaction. The disadvantage of 

the major of these methods,(maybe except the Numerov method) is ab initio nonline~rity of 
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the problem that complicates the application of perturbative theory when you appoximate 

the operator (1) by a more simple zero-order (not necessarily differential) operator. 

The method proposed in this paper treats the equation (1) as a boundary inhomo

geneous differential equation with a linear boundary condition in an asymptotic region: 

That helps us to develop an efficient computational scheme based on the variable order 

difference approximation [13] and tlie perturbative splitting of the initial operator. It was 

applied to calculate the scattering processes of mesoatoms of hydrogen isotopes on "bare" 

nuclei in the framework of the multi-level adiabatic approach [14] with the use of about 

500 adiabatic states. 

2. Boundary conditions 

We are looking for solutions of Eq. (1) having asymptotic behaviour 

'11.(i) (R) ~ 1(-) - "'s .. i\_+) 
- 'f', ~ •J'f'3 , 

j=l 

where 
~±) (R) ~ c~i)e±i(k;R+/3,lnR), 

(2a) 

(2b) 

and co is a vector scaling the asymptotic function to the unit flux [15]. Channel i is said to 

be open if k; is real otherwise it is closed (we adopt the convention that k; has a positive 

imaginary part for closed channels and k; is a real positive number for open channels). 

The quantities S;; for open channels form the S-matrix of the reaction. We deliberately 

omit here orbital momentum and Coulomb phase shift ~orrections, since the major part of 

adiabatic methods leads to equations having mixed asymptotic states of atomic functions. 

From the other side, they could be easily put into calculated S-matrix afterwords. 

We can continue the solution (2) from the infinity to some finite point Rp using the 

asymptotic expansion 

~±) (R) = e±ik,R Rip, [c~i) + t cnR-n] . 
n=l 

(3) 

Inserting (3) into equation (1) yields us a sequence of equations providing solutions for 

unknown quantities in (3) 

[k2 + 2ik;Bo + E - e] co = O; (4a) 

~

.r,,.·ta,a..i; ~rJT,\ 
wx ia~ullH[!.l 

f.'1+Sfll.·tOTEKA · --· 



and 

[kt+ 2ikiBo + £ - c] c1 + [2ki,8i + 2i,8;Bo + 2ik;B1 + A1] c1 = O; 

,8; = (co, [2ik;B1 + A1] co) 
(co, [2k; + iBo] co) . 

(4b) 

(5) 

So for a given accuracy f we can find a value Rp of R such that expansion (3) differs in 

absolute value from the exact solution by an amount smaller than f for all R 2'. Rp. 

Unfortunately, this point can appear at some large distance from the origin. In this case 

it will be useful to integrate the solution inward by some certain numerical technique. If all 

channels are open, then the given solutions can be obtained by some initial value method 

(like Runge-Kutta or linear multistep methods which are available in a wide choice in 

different Fortran package libraries). The use of these methods in a case when some channels 

are closed, leads to instability and poor linear independence of obtained solutions. The 

Fox-Goodwin technique for the solution of two-point boundary value problems allows one 

to avoid the instability and to build a set of solutions which has good linear independence 

at the given point Rm [16]. 

Hereafter we assume that all the necessary solutions (and their derivatives) are obtained 

by one or another method at a given point Rm. We' denote by q;(+) (R) then x n matrix 

composed of solutions having an asymptotic form ~ exp (ikR) for open channels and 

exponentially decaying for closed channels which we assume to be non-singular. 

We look for the boundary conditions of the form 

'11 1 (R) + Gw (R) = b(i), (6) 

which selects from the common asymptotic solution functions having an asymptotic be

haviour as in (2). To do that we can consider the equations 

w' = <t>\H - <1>1<+ls(i>, 

'11 = <t>/-) - q;(+)5(i), 

and try to get rid of unknown parameters S;j using the regularity of the matrix q;(+) (R). 

Extracting 5(i) from the second equation and inserting it into the first one we obtain the 

necessary expressions for the matrix G: 

G = _q;r(+) [q;(+)rl 
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and for the right-hand side term: 

b(i) = </>i(-) +Gef,;<->. 

For the case of the finite-difference approximation to Eq. (1) it would be better to 

modify the boundary condition to the form without derivatives: 

Uw (R1) + Ww (R2) = h;;, 

where R1 and R2 are two neighbouring nodes in the difference grid. Matrices U and W 

can be obtained in a similar way. 

For numerical calculations it is more convenient to work with real functions and real· 

boundary conditions. We can transfer our asymptotic solutions to get a real form: 

,1_(1) = _!._ ("'(+) - "'~->) 
'I', 2i 'I', 'I', ' 

</>~2) = 1 (4>}+) + ef,~-l) , 

For these "standing wave" functions a common solution can be expressed in a form: 

m 

q,(i) ~ ,1_(1} _ ~ K··-'-(2) (7) 
- o/1, LJ 1Jo/1 ' 

j=l 

where K is the so-called reactance matrix: 

K = i (I+ S)-1 (I - S), S =(I+ iK) (I - il()- 1 
, 

that has a real symmetric form [17]. 

3. Solution of the boundary problem 

In the case of multichannel scattering we can usually describe au appropriate zero

order problem which has a satisfactory solution to the original equation. \Ve assume that 

this zero-order approximation has a block-diagonal form and Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 

follows: 

{ d2 /dR2 - 2Q (R);; d/dR + [2Me -1-f. (R);;]} '11; (R) = 

= L { 2Q(R);; d/dR+1-f.(R);;} '11; (R), 
jf.i 
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where the left-hand side of the equation is a system of uncoupled differential operators 

and the right-hand side represents the perturbative part. Denote them as Ho and V, 
• 

respectively. So we can introduce a standard perturbative scheme of the solution of Eq. (1) 

HoXk+I = vxk, k = 0,1, ... (8) 

where Xk is an iterative solution of Eq. (1) and Xo· = 0. We recall that Eq. (8) is 

inhomogeneous equation due to inhomogeneous boundary condition (6). 

The existence of first derivative term in Eq. (1) makes an application of Numerov 

difference fourth order approximation impossible. Compact three-point difference scheme 

thus can only provide a second order approximation to the original differential operator. 

The use of higher order approximations requires increasing of the number of points for the 

finite difference scheme that in its turn increases the width of the band of the matrix of an 

approximation and respectively increases memory and computational time requirements. 

Lentini, Pereyra [13] proposed the method that allowed to avoid these problems. It is based 

on the splitting of initial high order difference scheme into its second order approximation 

on one side and four, six and higher order corrections on the other 

II ( ) { (2) (2) (2) } ( ) y Zk = Li2 + 04 + 06 + ... y Zk , 

1 ( ) { A (1) . c(l) c(l) • } ( ) Y Zk = '-"2 + 04 + 06 + ... Y Zk , 

where 

Li(2) ( )_y(zk+1)-2y(zk)+y(zk-1) 
2 y Zk - h2 ) 

Li(l) ( )_y(zk+I)-y(zk-1) 
2 y Zk - 2h ) 

and 

l2) (z )= -y(zk+2)+4y(zk+1)-6y(zk)+4y(zk_i)-y(zk-2) 
4 y k 12h2 ) 

ll) (z ) = -y(zk+2) + 2y(zk+I) - 2y(zk_i) + y(zk-2) 
4 y k 12h ' 

and so on. 

Finally we can rewrite the main equation (1) with the new splitting of the operator 

{ 
(2) (1) } .. 

Ll2 -2Q(Rk);;Li2 +[2Mc-1i(Rk);;] 'll;(Rk)= 

6 

I~ 

~ 

= L { 2Q (Rk);; Li~l) + 1i (Rk);;} '11; (Rk) -
#i 

-{oi2l -2Q(Rk);;oi1l} 'll;(Rk)-{ol2l - 2Q(Rk);;ofl} 'll;(Rk) + ... , 

which can be successfully solved using perturbative corrections of the solution accordiiig 

to iterative process (8). 

4. Numerical example 

In this section we apply the described procedure for investigation of the charge transfer 

process in dµ+t-+ tµ+d inelastic scattering. The approach is based on the decomposition 

of the three-body wave function '11 (R, r) using the adiadatic basis of states of the discrete 

and continuous spectra of the two-center problem (see Ref. 2): 

'l!(R,r) = L tf>n(r;R)Xn(R) + r dktf>c(r;R,k)Xc(R;k), 
n · jk 

(9a) 

where the functions </,n and ef>c satisfy the stationary equations 

{ 
1 1 1} --Lir- - - - t/>n(r;R) = En(R)tf>n(r,R), 
2 r1 r2 

{--2
1 

Lir - _!_ - _!_} ef>c (r; R,k) = (k2 /2) <pc (r, R, k). 
r1 r2 

(9b) 

Here R is an internuclear position vector, r is a muon position vector with respect to the ge

ometric center of nuclei, r1 and r2 are respective muon-nucleus distances. (We should note 

here that we slightly change our notation for the three-body and radial wave functions). 

Inserting of (9) into the three-body Schrodinger equation and averaging over angular vari

ables leads to the system of coupled equations for the amplitudes X; (R) describing the 

relative motion of the nuclei: 

d
2 

( J(J+l)) dR2 X;(R)+ 2Mc- R2 X;(R)-~U;;(R}X;(R) 
1 

-I:1 dkU;;(R,k)X;(R,k)=0, 
j k 

(10) 

where the matrix elements U;; (R) are effective potentials of the problem [2), c is the 

colliding energy in the body frame coordinates, J is the total orbital momentum and M 

is the reduced mass of the system. 
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Table I. Convergence of the charge transfer cross section Udt (10-20cm2
) for S-wave 

dµ + t -+ tµ + d scatti.ring and different incident energies (in brackets the number of 

channels is shown). 

number of shells 

discrete continuous 0.0leV 0.04eV O.leV 
spectrum spectrum 

1 [2] - 1.209 0.596 0.369 
2 [6] - 3.215 1.583 0.980 

3 [12] - 3.440 1.694 1.047 
4 [20] - 3.498 1.722 1.065 

4 [20] 1 [+88] 3.998 1.965 1.217 
4 [20] 2 [+176] 4.129 2.029 1.257 
4 [20] 3 [+264] 4.375 2.148 1.329 
4 [20] 4 [+352] 4.381 2.154 1.333 
4 [20] 5 [+440] 4.376 2.150 1.329 

--

□ 0 

0 

Uc1 
0 

u:i 
----- ----
Ui1 Ujj 

' ' ' 
Uij ' 

U1j i U1c 

discrete I continuous 

Fig.I The scheme of effective potentials of the multi-channel adiabatic approach taken 

into account in calculations. 
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To be sure that our multichannel model is invariant under space rotations we have to 

use closed (with respect to the three-dimensional rotations) shells of states of continuous 

and discrete spectra. In calculations we have taken into account (see the Figure) the 

interaction of the states of the first three shells of the discrete spectrum which can ·be 

described by the quantum numbers of isolated atom: {ls}, {2s, 2p}, {3s,3p,3d}. And the 

interaction of the first shell of discrete spectrum with the fourth shell of discrete spectrum 

(with principal quantum number n = 4) and the shells of continuous spectrum: {l = 

0, 1, m = 0}, {l = 2, 3, m = 0}, ... About description of quantum numbers of continuous 

spectrum we refer to Ref. 18. The wave number parameter of continuous spectrum k has 

been discretized to eliminate the integral part of Eq. (10): k 0 = 0.1 (0.1) 3.0 (0.5) 10 ( 44 

points for every state). 

The cross sections of charge transfer a dt ( c) ( J = 0) while the number of states in 

Eq. (10) increases are shown in the Table. It is clearly seen that .inc)usion of continuous 

spectrum with a big number of states into consideration has a great effect on the accuracy 

of the calculation. From the other side, the computational time of the calculations taking 

into account continuous spectrum didn't increase significanly and grew linearly with the 

number of continuous spectrum shells. 

This method was applied for making up' the Atlas of the elastic and inelastic cross 

sections for mesic atomic processes [14] and for calculating muon transfer rates in hydrogen 

isotope mixture [19]. 
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Kopo6oe B.111. E11-92-357 
41,1c11eHHOe pewe1f1,1e MHOrOKaHailbHOH 3aA8'1"1 pacceAH"1A 

npeAnaraeTCA Bbl'l"1CJ1"1TeJ1bHbiH a11rop"1TM peweH"1A MH0rOK8H8JlbH0H 
38A8'1"1 ynpyroro 1,1 Heynpyroro pacceAH"1A. IIICXOAHOH ABJlAeTCA C"1CTeMa pa
A"18JlbHblX ypaeHeH"1H lllpeA111Hrepa, YA0BileTBopmou.taA 11111HeHHOMY rpaH"1'!· 
H0MY yc11oe111to, onpeAeneHH0MY a HeKOTopoH T0'!Ke R = Rm ac111MnT0T"1'!ec
K0H 0611aCT"1. noA06Hble rp8H"1'1Hble ycJ10B"1A M0ryT 6b1Tb nony'!ettbl C n0M0· 
LJ.lblO 8C"1MnT0T"1'1ecK"1X peweH"1~. A11A C"1CTeM C 60J1bW"1M '!"1CJ10M OTKpblTblX 
"1 38KpblTblX · 1:(81-181106 npAM0e peweH"1e "1CXOAHOH 38A8'11,1 (1,1c'noJ1b3YIOLJ.lee, 
CKa>KeM, MeT0A cj:Ja30BblX cj:JyHKU"1H l,1111,1 11orap111cj:JM"1'1ecKoH np0"13BOAHOH) 
npeACT8B11AeT 60J1bWYIO Bbl'l"1CI1"1Te11bHYIO TPYAH0CTb. O6cy>KA8eTCA, K8K 
nony'!eHHoe 11111HeHHoe ypaeHett111e Mo>KeT 6b1Tb pa361,1rn Ha oneparnp Hyne-· 
eoro nopAAK8 1,1 onepaTOp B03MYu.teH"1A. noK838HO, '!TO K0He'!H0·P83H0CT
HblH MeT0A nepeMeimoro nopAAKa fleHT"1H"1 - nepeHpa KaK HeJ1b3A Jly'!We 
n0AX0A"1T AI1A peWeH"1A nOA06HOH 38A8'11,1. Pa3pa60T8HH8A npoueAypa np1,1-
MeHAeTCA a paMKax aA111a6arn'lecKoro noAxoAa K JaAa'!e Heynpyroro pacceA-
H"1A dµ+t+tµ+'d, • 

Pa6oTa Bbln0JlHeHa B fla6oparnp1,11,1 Bbl'1"1CJ1"1TeJ1bHOH TeXH"1K"1 1,1 8BT0· 
M8T"138U"1"1 OIIIAIII. 

Coo6mem1e 06be;1rneHHoro 1111crnryTa 1q_ep11b1X ncc.1e;iosa1111A. Jzy6ita 1992 

Korobov V. I. E11-92-357 
Numerical Solution of the Multichannel Scattering Problem 

A numerical algorithm for solving the multichannel elastic arid inelastic 
scattering problem is. proposed. The starting point is t,he system of radial 

· Schrodinger equations with linear boundary conditions imposed at some 
point R = Rm placed somewhere in asymptotic region. These boundary con
ditio,ns· are constructed with the use of asymptotic solutions. For the systems 
with a great number of open and close·d channels the solving of the original 
equation' directly (with the use, for example, , of phase or log-derivative me
thods) is a cumbersome task. We discuss how the obtained linear equation 
can be splitted into a zero-order operator and, its perturbative part. It is shown 
that Lentini - Pereyra variable order finite-difference method appears to be 
very suitable for solving that kind of problems. The derived procedure is 
applied to dµ + t + tµ + d inelastic scattering in· the framework of the adia
batic. multichannel approach. 

' . . 
The investigation has been performed· at the· Laboratory of Computing 

Techniques and Automation, JI~ R., . , :- . 
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